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Department of Mathematics and Statistics McGill University MATH 133: Linear Algebra and Geometry MATH 133: Linear Algebra and Geometry (3 credits; Prerequisite: a course in functions). Topics to be covered: Systems of linear equations, matrices, determinants, eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and diagonalization. Vector geometry, lines and planes, linear transformations. Subspaces of Rn , linear independence, bases. Textbook: Nicholson, W.K. (2004). Elementary Linear Algebra, 2nd Ed., ISBN: 0-07-091142-8, McGrawHill (paperback). We will cover the following sections: • Chapter 1: Sections 1.1 to 1.6 (but leave out subsections 1.4.4, 1.4.5, 1.4.6, and 1.6.3) • Chapter 2: Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 (2.3.4 is optional) • Chapter 3: Sections 3.1 (except 3.1.7), 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 (except 3.4.6, 3.4.7), 3.5 (3.5.3 is optional) • Chapter 4: Sections 4.1 to 4.4 Formula I



Formula II



Assignments (2): 10% 10% Webwork (8): 5% 5% Midterm (one hour): 15% Final Exam (three hours): 70% 85% Your final mark for the course will be the greater of the marks computed from these two formulas. Those students who do not write the midterm will be marked according to formula II. There is no option of a 100% final. No additional work will be given in order to upgrade a final mark. Students with final grade of D or F have the right to apply to take a supplemental exam. Marking Scheme:



Assignments: There will be two written assignments. Assignments are handed in, and will be returned, at your tutorial. Webwork: There will be about eight WebWork assignments. WebWork is very sensitive to how you input your solutions, and can be quite frustrating, even thought your solution is correct. WebWork 0 shows you how to avoid making these kind of errors. So be sure to do Webwork 0 which is a practice Webwork and does not count toward your mark. Midterm: There will be a midterm examination. It will be multiple choice and computer marked. The details will be announced later and posted on “mycourses”. Assignment Plagiarism: Assignments must be done individually. You may not copy another person’s work. Furthermore, you must not give a copy of your work to another student. Calculators and Machine Scoring: No calculators will be allowed during the midterm or final examination. Note also that both exams may be part multiple choice and machine scored. Important: In the event of extraordinary circumstances beyond the University’s control, the content and/or evaluation scheme in this course is subject to change.



Right to submit in English or French written work that is to be graded [approved by Senate on 21 January 2009]: In accord with McGill University’s Charter of Students’ Rights, students in this course have the right to submit in English or in French any written work that is to be graded. Statement on Academic Integrity: McGill University values academic integrity. Therefore all students must understand the meaning and consequences of cheating, plagiarism and other academic offences under the Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures (see www.mcgill.ca/students /srr/honest/) for more information). L’université McGill attache une haute importance à l’honnêteté académique. Il incombe par conséquent à tous les étudiants de comprendre ce que l’on entend par tricherie, plagiat et autres infractions académiques, ainsi que les conséquences que peuvent avoir de telles actions, selon le Code de conduite de l’étudiant et des procédures disciplinaires (pour de plus amples renseignements, veuillez consulter le site www.mcgill.ca/students/srr/honest/ ). c



Instructor generated course materials (e.g., handouts, notes, summaries, exam questions, etc.) are protected by law and may not be copied or distributed in any form or in any medium without explicit permission of the instructor. Note that infringements of copyright can be subject to follow up by the University under the Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures.



January, 2013.
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Math 133 

Mark scheme: The final grade for the course is a letter grade based on the formula. 0.10 âˆ— a + 0.05 âˆ— w + 0.85 âˆ— f where a, w, and f are percentage marks for the ...
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abstract algebra: review problems on groups ... - NIU Math Department 

A complete list of the definitions and theorems in the text can be found on the .... to a subgroup of Sn. Recall that this is the statement of Cayley's theorem, which.Missing:
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philosophy of All is Number that began the era had soon to be abandoned and ... mid by measuring its shadow at a moment when the length of his own shadow ...
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and music par ??? des. LycÃ©es danois de HillerÃ¸d et de BrÃ¸nderslev enseignants : Mme Kirsten BangsÃ¸ Jensen et. M. Gert Schomaker. The golden section has ...
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. Dummit, D., and R. Foote, Abstract Algebra. Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall,. Inc., 1991. Herstein, I. N., Topics in Algebra (2nd ed.).
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MATH 151 (4 UNITS) CALCULUS WITH ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 2 ... 

FORMULAS. Trig identities. 1 sin cos. 2. 2. = + Î¸ Î¸ Î¸ Î¸. 2. 2 sec tan 1. = + Î¸ Î¸. 2. 2 csc 1 cot. = + Î± Î² Î² Î± Î² Î± cos sin cos sin ) sin(. Â±. = Â± Î² Î± Î² Î± Î² Î± sin sin cos cos ).
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Jan 26, 2012 - Let U = {all people}, S = {people who like strawberry ice cream}, V = {people who like vanilla ice cream} and C = {people who like chocolate ice ...
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Donald Davidson - Math-Wiki 

In other words, comparative judgements suffice for incontinence. We may now characterize an action that reveals weakness of the will or incontinence:.
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math-Ã©cole - ssrdm 

10 nov. 2015 - Le milieu di- dactique doit donc Ã©galement Ãªtre organi- sÃ© pour offrir une rÃ©troaction rapide (ce que permet la calculatrice, par exemple). Un.
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squares; heteroskedasticity; serial correlation; systems of regression equations (Greene. 10, 11.1-11.6, 12, 14.1-14.2). 7, 8 TIME SERIES MODELS: Introduction ...
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Le thÃ©orÃ¨me d'Euler permet d'affirmer que ce graphe admet une chaÃ®ne eulÃ©rienne. Remarque : une chaÃ®ne eulÃ©rienne Â« part Â» d'un sommet impair et.
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Glimpses of Algebra and Geometry, Second Edition 

The Glimpses that follow make a humble effort to fill this gap. xi ...... most prominent class of cubic rational curves given by the so-called. Weierstrass form y2. P(x), where P is ...... the twelve vertices of I are on three golden rectangles in mu
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10 nov. 2015 - Marseille : Actes des 8e ren- contres scientifiques de ..... sont disponibles sur le site du laboratoire 3LS ..... tiques et informatique) Ã  travers le monde. Son but est ..... et mÃªme leur nÃ©cessitÃ© fondamentale (La- koff & Nunez 
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2nd Grade Math Worksheets 

42. + 77. 44. + 29. 13. + 67. 18. + 33. 59. + 29. 37. + 87. 53. + 49. 35. + 55. 29. + 33. 7. Draw a line to match the shape to its name. 6. Write = or â‰  between each set. 3 + 710. 4 + 912. 10. 12. 16. 19. 13. 14. 7 + 916. 5 + 39. 5 + 913. 6 + 814 t
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Donald Davidson - Math-Wiki 

present edition are Ernie Lepore, Ariela Lazar, and Marcia Cavell. end p.xiii. Introduction. All the essays in this book have been published elsewhere, and each was ..... endlessly about problems in the philosophy of language, first when he was .....
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Jan 31, 2018 - in the analogous statement: â€œOne million lottery tickets were sold and Mr. X ..... might seem hardly enough to survive on, but on the other, certain ...
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import mpmath import math from mpmath import * from math import 

print(21.0220396387**2/14.1347251417**2) print(25.0108575801**2/14.1347251417**2) print(30.4248761258**2/14.1347251417**2).
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Cours Math - Devoirat 

ConsÃ©quence : on ne peut donc pas avoir de graphe ayant un seul sommet de degrÃ© impair. En effet, dans l'exemple ci-dessous, le sommet A a pour degrÃ© 3 ...
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kernels have a long history of interacting in this manner. Although conventional wisdom ..... 1936, it has become the leading research journal in the field ... Journal ... Computing machinery and intelligence. mind: Vol. lix. no. 236, october, 1950.
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APPLIED LINEAR ALGEBRA AND MATRIX ANALYSIS ... - pobimath 

This book is designed for an introductory course in matrix and linear algebra. It is assumed that the ..... sheet of paper doesn't lead to very accurate answers!
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Glimpses of Algebra and Geometry, Second Edition 

The Glimpses that follow make a humble effort to fill this gap. xi ...... most prominent class of cubic rational curves given by the so-called. Weierstrass form y2. P(x), where P is ...... the twelve vertices of I are on three golden rectangles in mu
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COURSE OF LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ... - The-Eye.eu! 

knowledge in matrix algebra and in theory of determinants. This material ...... Â«when passing along arrowsÂ» from any node to any other node do not depend on.
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It is easy to get the impression that linear algebra is about the simple kinds of problems ..... The jump from rational to real numbers cannot be entirely explained by ...... ics and relativity) that can be expressed very concisely with transposes:.
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